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Mrs. Marlene Buckeridge 

Croydon Cat Club 12th February 2011 

Many thanks to Pat and the Committee for inviting me to the Croydon.  I had an absolutely splendid day, not only 

beautiful cats (and delightful kittens) but also the company of Val Anderson stewarding.  Thank you so much Val, I 

hope you also enjoyed your day not judging for a change!  I also had a great evening to round it off as I watched an 

old film with the wonderful Colin Firth in it – perfect! 

Sorrel Abyssinian Adult Male 

1ST & CC   FISKE’S KAZIZKATZ REKSIF HESALOOKA (23a) M 13.3.10  Young male of fair weight and size.  

Excellent condition and handled well.   Fairly large well set ears with rounded tops.  Medium wedge with gentle 

contours.  Nose has a slight break but also a little bump.  Level bite, chin falls away a little.  Oval eyes which could be 

a little larger.  Short, close lying coat of quite good texture.  Undercoat rather pale.  Good chocolate ticking.  

Chocolate tail tip and fair amount of colour to hocks.  Chin, lips and nostrils cream although it extends a little down 

the chest.  No necklets.  Clear facial pigmentation lines.  Well shaped tail which is thicker at the base.   

Sorrel Abyssinian Adult Female 

1ST CC W/H CUMMINS KOPERKAT PHOENIX (23a) F 31.5.09    Slightly timid and worried out of pen – fair size and 

weight.  Ears are large and very wide at the base but she tended to hold them rather too flared. Brow rounded to flat 

skull.  Short nose which has a slight break.  Level bite and very firm straight chin.    Medium wedge but a little narrow 

in the muzzle.  Muzzle indentation.   Eyes are large rounded almond but need to be a little more oriental in setting.  

Tail of good length but slightly fine.  Good bright apricot undercoat and chocolate ticking.  Chocolate tail tip but very 

little colour to hocks.  Clear facial pigmentation lines. Clear of necklets.  Chin, lips and nostrils have colour.   She 

doesn’t show herself to best advantage and I was sorry to withhold the CC on ear setting, narrow muzzle and eye 

setting. 

Blue Abyssinian Adult 

To be considered for BOB only 

BOB DARBY’S GR. CH. SILVERSMOKE SPINDRIFT (23c) F 21.11.07  A lovely gentle Blue Aby lady – very easy to 

handle.  Moderate wedge with good gentle contours.  Slight muzzle indentation.  Short nose with a slight nose break 

and the tiniest of bumps.  Rounded almond shaped eyes which are green and have a slight oriental slant.  She has 

such expressive green eyes.   Level bite and excellent firm chin.  Slender tapered tail – solid colour blue tip.  Excellent 

mushroom colour to undercoat and warm blue ticking.  Faint broken necklet.  Clear facial markings.  Very good 

colour to hocks, just about full although only on the side.  A delight to judge. 

Cornish Rex Kitten Male 

1ST & BOB LUXFORD-WATTS DU-BU PEREGRINE (33 30d) M 17.6.10  A very large kitten of almost 8 months.  

Very well fed tummy!  Very large mussel shell shaped ears which are set rather high on the head without being 

vertical.  They are wide at the base.  Medium wedge with a flat skull curving gently at the brow and continuing to an 

almost straight nose.  Level bite and good chin.  Oval shaped eyes with the top line set almost straight.  Rounded 

muzzle.  Lovely short coat of soft texture and good density. Very well rexed with wide deep waves, including down 

his long straight legs to his paws.  Long, fine tapered tail which is also well covered with super curly waves and curl at 

the tip.  Broken and crinkly whiskers and eyebrows.  A gentle boy, just slightly apprehensive.   

Cornish Rex Kitten Female 
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1ST BRAMLEY-ROBINS’ ADECISH YWYS-MENTANI (33 15) F 28.6.10  .  Fairly large ears set rather high on the 

head.  Medium wedge  with high cheekbones.  Flat skull curving gently at the brow – slightly uneven profile.  Level 

bite, chin could be firmer.  Oval eyes just a little small.  Very soft coat which is dense and softly waved and 

completed covered.  Rippled waves on sides although not so evident across the shoulders.  Fine tapered tail with 

slight waving. Handled well. 

2ND NEATE’S ADECISH MENTANI-YWYS (33 16) F 28.6.10  (Not sure if there is a catalogue error regarding these 

two names)  Large ears set rather high on the head, very well set.  Flat skull, curving gently to an almost straight 

nose.  Medium wedge, high cheekbones, fairly rounded muzzle.  Broken whiskers and eyebrows.  Level bite but very 

weak chin, nose extending over the chin.  Long straight legs.  Long fine tail although not much wave as fur very short.  

Short coat, waved where she has coat.  A large straight patch down her spine line at the moment where the fur is 

too short to wave.  Handled well.    

Ocicat Kitten 

1ST & BOB CAUNTER’S THICKTHORN ERMINE LILY (73s) F 24.8.10  Moderately large alert ears, wide at the base 

and well set at 45 degree angle.  Good width between the ears.  Fair sized almond shaped eyes set on a slight slant.  

– copper colour with good depth of colour.  Nose just a  little straight.  Level bite, shallow chin which falls away a 

little.  Curve muzzle to cheek.  Muzzle could be broader to give the required square look.  Slight whisker pinch.  Good 

clear facial markings.  Distinct spotting.  Good bulls eye on one side, slightly imperfect on the other.  Rings and spots 

on tail.  Silver base coat and charcoal spotting.  Slight muzzle tarnish.  Fair size and weight.  Slightly nervous.   

Sorrel Abyssinian Neuter Male 

Did not judge Walker’s Gr. Pr. Mikkar Fire-Apache (23a) MN 10.209  Although my steward did manage to bring this 

boy out of his pen he was clearly not wanting to be handled so to avoid further stress for him I did not judge him.  

Sorrel Abyssinian Neuter Female 

1ST  PC & BOB PATEY’S SILVERSMOKE ELLIE MAY (23a) FN 22.4.10  A lovely sized female.  Medium wedge, slight 

nose break.  Gently contoured head lines.  Very large well set ears with long tufts.  Large oval eyes with a slight 

oriental slant.   Level bite, chin falls away a little.  Lovely rich undercoat colour and chocolate ticking.  Tapered tail, 

thicker at the base.  Full colour to hocks.  Darker line of ticking along the spine to chocolate tail tip.    Chin, lips and 

nostrils off white.  A couple of slight smudges on chest.  Lovely Aby expression. 

Blue Abyssinian Neuter 

1st PC & BOB PATEY’S CH. SILVERSMOKE FLASH GORDON (23c) MN 9.9.09  A lovely big mature looking boy.  Fairly 

large ears set wide apart and following the line of the wedge.  Medium wedge with gentle contours.  Level bite.  

Deep chin although it falls away a little.   Short, close lying coat with correct texture – not too soft.  Warm blue 

ticking although undercoat a little pale.  Long tapered tail with blue tip.  Short blue hocks.  Faint double broken 

necklets.  Chin, lips and nostrils creamy white.  Very gentle to handle.    

Devon Rex Neuter Male 

1ST & PC  CLARKE’S MERRYPURRS HOVIS (33a30 15) MN 14.3.08  Nice Devon expression.  Large ears with tufts very 

wide at the base, fairly low set with width between.  Fairly short broad wedge.  Good width across the eyes which 

are good Devon shape, large, oval and sloping towards outer edge of ears.  Whisker break.  Some stop.  Slender 

neck.  Body is hard and muscular and very broad chested.  Slim legs and neat oval paws.  Well covered, texture could 

be a little softer.  Broad deep waves throughout, including down legs and paws.  A really well made boy who handled 

well.   
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2nd RICE’S CH & PR. BOUNTIFUL JOE BLACK (33a36) MN 25.12.08  An slender boy although I thought he could 

do with a little more weight as he was a little hollow on the flanks.  Short, broad wedge with high cheekbones.  

Lovely green Devon  eyes, which are wide set, large and oval and sloping to outer edge of ears.  Fair stop.  Level bite 

and good firm chin.  Large, fairly low set ears needing a little more width between.  Slender neck.  Long tapered tail 

which is well covered and waved.  Short, dense well rippled coat.  Slightly short of coat around neck area.  Seam 

along the spine line.  Whiskers curved.  Some waving down legs to paws. 

Devon Rex Neuter Female 

1ST PC & BOB HORNSBY’S RHAGORAL POPPY (33a31hs) FN 5.3.07   Brightly coloured Tortie girl of good size and 

weight, with a well fed tummy!  Very short broad wedge and typical pixie look.  Very large wide set ears with long 

tufts which are very wide at the base and set low on the head.  Short nose with fair stop.  Level bite and firm chin.  

Whisker break.  High cheekbones.  Tapered tail, could be a little longer for balance.  Short, soft texture to dense coat 

which is very well waved.  Slender neck just slightly sparse of coat around the neck.  Short, broken whiskers.  

Medium body with a broad chest.  Slender long limbs and oval paws. 

Miscellaneous Classes 

AV Foreign Aristocrat Adult 

1ST BECKETT’S TONLEE MISS MILEY (76b20) F 9.2.09  Blue Eyed Snow Marbled Bengal female with a super 

temperament. Broad medium wedge, slight concave curve to nose.   Deep blue oval eyes.   Lovely short, soft and 

quite dense coat.  Very clear asymmetrical pattern.  Paw pads rosy brown colour.  Good pearly look overall.  

 2ND BRUCE-GARDNER’S FRILFORD SILVER WILLOW (72 43asq) F 27.3.10  Blue Silver Shaded Asian female.  A very 

pretty girl who handled well.  Good Burmese type expression.  Short broad wedge.   Width across the head.  

Moderately large well set ears.   Large green eyes.  Short nose with a break.  Level bite and good chin.    Short, silky 

dense close lying coat.  Softly and evenly shaded all over and a pure white undercoat. 

3RD RICHARD’S TONKAHOLICS DONTFORGETME (74g) F 24.6.09 

AV Foreign Novice Kitten 

A lovely class of 8 kittens present in this class all of whom deserved a placing 

1ST CROUCH’S CURLYTOTS MOSSY MOO (33a20b) FN 14.8.10  Chocolate Tabby Devon Rex baby.  Typical Devon 

type with a really short broad wedge and high cheekbones.  Short strong muzzle.   Level bite.  Brow rounded to flat 

skull.  Short nose with fair stop.  Huge ears set wide apart and low with long tufts.  Very good eye shape and set, 

large, oval and set on a slight slant to ears.  Really curly whiskers and eyebrows.  Slender neck.  Short coat, well 

covered with waving coming through well. 

2ND NOBLE’S LARKSONG GHOST DANCER (16a) F 8.6.10 Another very petty and sweet natured kitten, female 

Russian Blue.  Short evenly balanced wedge and excellent prominent whisker pads.  Level bite.  Slight slop to nose.  

Medium blue coat colour with a nice silvery sheen.  Lovely short soft coat with density coming nicely.  Well shaped 

tapered tail.  Still has some tabby ghost markings at the moment.   

3RD HAMILTON’S PHATPAWS BLOSSOM (84 22) F 7.9.10 

AOV Foreign Neuter bred by Exhibitor 

1st MCCARTEN’S  GR. PR. AGAPIMOU BLACK ARCHIMEDES (72) MN 27.3.08  A lovely big Bombay lad who 

handles really well.  Lovely Burmese type head.  Slight nose break.  Light gold eye colour.  Very well set ears with 
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rounded tops.  Level bite and super strong chin absolutely in line with the tip of the nose.  Sound shiny black close 

lying coat.   Tapered tail with rounded tip.   Very friendly and calm.   

AOV Foreign Neuter not bred by Exhibitor 

1st WHITING’S PR. THICKTHORN LOTTIE (73b) FN 25.11.09  Lovely Chocolate Ocicat female with super satin-like 

coat texture – and is also short and close lying.  Very distinct spotting.  Moderately large ears plus tufts.  Good shape 

to nose.  Cheek curve.  Squarish look to muzzle.  Chin, lips and nostrils pale.  Broken necklet.  Tiny shoulder spots.  

Bracelets on legs.  Tufted ears.   

2ND WILLIAMS’ IGP SANTILLO JASMIN (78 30s) FN 3.7.07  Egyptian Mau girl with a very sweet nature.  Slightly 

rounded wedge head.  Slight rise from bridge of nose to the forehead.  Uniform nose lines.    Gooseberry green eye 

colour.  Good resilient texture to coat.  Well defined random spotting.  Silvery white undercoat.  Tapered tail.   

3RD DARBY’S IGC & PR THICKTHORN MEADOWSAFFRON (73b) FN 20.3.05 

AV Foreign Limit Neuter 

1ST SPENCER-FLEET’S THICKTHORN DARCHIN (73k) MN 18.4.10  A large Cinnamon Ocicat boy who handled well.  

Good head shape of correct proportions.  Moderately large ears well set ears at a 45 degree angle and with long 

tufts.  Modified wedge.  Slightly square look to muzzle.  Good eye shape and set, hazel in colour.  Short, satiny close 

lying coat.  Triple necklets, some broken.  Distinct thumbprint shaped spotting.  Spotted tummy and ringed tail. 

2ND CLARKE’S MERRYPURRS HOVIS (33a30 15) MN 14.3.08 

AV Foreign Special Limit Neuter 

1ST HORNSBY’S RHAGORAL POPPY (33a31hs) FN 5.3.07 

2ND WHITING’S THICKTHORN LEONARD (73 41) MN 25.11.09  A large and substantial Classic Ocicat boy – very 

friendly and easy to handle. Slightly long wedge, slight muzzle curve.  Moderately large ears which he was holding 

pricked forward.  Chin falls away.  Nose has a slight rise at the bridge and slight break.  His pattern needs to be more 

defined. 

 

 

 


